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Abstract
Arbitrary square-integrable (normalized) functions can be expanded exactly in terms of the Gaussian basis g(t;A)
where A ∈ C. Smaller subsets of this highly overcomplete basis can be found, which are also overcomplete, e.g., the von
Neumann lattice g(t;Amn) where Amn are on a lattice in the complex plane. Approximate representations of signals, using
a truncated von Neumann lattice of only a few Gaussians, are considered. The error is quanti7ed using various p-norms
as accuracy measures, which re8ect di9erent practical needs. Optimization techniques are used to 7nd optimal coe:cients
and to further reduce the size of the basis, whilst still preserving a good degree of accuracy. Examples are presented.
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1. Introduction
In contrast to Fourier analysis, which is suitable for stationary signals, in nonstationary signals
the pertinent information is often carried simultaneously by the frequency and the temporal structure
of the signal. Accurate representations of such signals can be obtained through the use of Gaus-
sian bases, which are localized in both time and frequency. The expansion of an arbitrary signal
in terms of Gaussian signals was originally introduced by Gabor [1–4], and it is also known as
the Gabor transform. From a mathematical point of view, this expansion is similar to the expan-
sion of an arbitrary quantum state in terms of coherent states (the analogue of Gaussian signals)
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in quantum mechanics and quantum optics [5–10]. A signal is represented by a superposition of
time-and-frequency shifts of a two-dimensional Gaussian. Similarly to other time–frequency repre-
sentations, the Gaussian expansion provides the temporal evolution of the frequency content of a
nonstationary signal.
In this paper, we study the accurate expansion of nonstationary signals in terms of a few Gaus-
sians. In order to reconcile the contradictive requirements of having good accuracy and at the same
time only a few Gaussians, we use optimization techniques [11]. We introduce the Gaussian expan-
sion of an arbitrary signal in terms of complex Gaussian signals that form an M ×N ‘truncated’ von
Neumann lattice in the time–frequency plane and de7ne measures of the accuracy of the approxi-
mation. Optimal construction of the original function from a reduced set of Gaussians is studied. A
practical implementation of the Gaussian expansion is also discussed.
Related ideas in the context of quantum mechanics and quantum optics have been considered in
[12,13]. The present paper extends further these techniques and adapts them to the particular needs
of nonstationary signals.
2. Overcomplete bases of Gaussians in a Hilbert space
Let u(t) be a square-integrable real signal of time. The corresponding analytic signal is given by
s(t) = u(t) + iv(t); (1)
where v(t) is the Hilbert transform of the signal u(t). We assume the analytic signal is normalized∫ +∞
−∞
|s(t)|2 dt = 1: (2)
For later use, we de7ne the average time 〈t〉, the average frequency 〈f〉 and the widths Mt and Mf
as follows:
〈tn〉= 1
2
∫
tn|s(t)|2 dt; n= 1; 2; (3)
〈fn〉= 1
2
∫
fn|s˜(f)|2 df; n= 1; 2; (4)
Mt = 〈t2〉 − 〈t〉2; (5)
Mf = 〈f2〉 − 〈f〉2; (6)
where s˜(f) is the Fourier transform of s(t).
Let us consider the basis of Gaussian functions described by
g(t; A) = 21=4exp[− t2 + 21=2(AR + iAI)t − A2R − iARAI]; (7)
where A = AR + iAI is a complex number (representing a point in the time–frequency plane). AR
and AI are e9ectively the average time 〈t〉 (= −1=2AR) and average frequency 〈f〉 (= −1=2AI) of
the signal. The set of Gaussian functions, with A taking all values in the complex plane, is an
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overcomplete basis for function analysis [14–17]. More speci7cally, for any two elements of the
basis g(t; A) and g(t; B), it can be proved that∫ +∞
−∞
g(t; A)g∗(t; B) dt = exp[− 12 (|A|2 + |B|2) + AB∗]; (8)
and ∫ ∫
1
g(t; A)g
∗(; A) d2A= (t − ); (9)
where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate and the integrals are taken from −∞ to +∞: d2A
is used as an abbreviation for dARdAI. Eq. (8) expresses the nonorthogonality of the two Gaussian
functions g(t; A) and g(t; B). Eq. (9) is the resolution of the identity. Using it, we can expand an
arbitrary normalized function s(t) as
s(t) =
∫ ∫
1
S(A)g(t; A) d
2A; (10)
where
S(A) =
∫ +∞
−∞
g∗(; A)s() d: (11)
Since the basis is overcomplete, the above expansion is not unique.
A smaller basis (and therefore practically more attractive) is the von Neumann lattice of Gaussians
[18]. This is the set of all g(t; Amn) where Amn = m + in +  and ; ;  are constants and m; n
are integers. Using the relation between the density of zeros of analytic functions and their growth,
it can be shown [8,19–21] that if ¿  this basis is overcomplete.
3. Discrete expansions using nite subsets of the von Neumann lattice
In many practical applications, the full von Neumann lattice o9ers much more information about
the signal than what is actually needed. In practice, sampled signals are bounded in both time and
frequency, i.e., they belong to a small subspace of the total Hilbert space. In these cases, a suitably
chosen 7nite subset of the (full) von Neumann lattice could be su:cient.
More speci7cally, a ‘truncated von Neumann lattice’ of Gaussians is the set of functions g(t; Amn)
with (m; n) a pair of integers which take values in a set I (which is a 7nite subset of Z × Z). We
call I ′ the complement of I , i.e., I ′ = Z × Z − I . In order to have a good approximation, the set I
should be chosen in such a way that for all (m; n) ∈ I ′ we have∫ +∞
−∞
s(t)g∗(t; Amn) dt1: (12)
In other words, we leave out Gaussians whose overlap with s(t) is very small. Eq. (12) makes an
initial ‘good selection’ of a ‘large basis’ of Gaussians. The optimization technique proposed in this
paper, reduces the size of the basis and provides ‘good coe:cients’ for an accurate approximation.
The criterion of Eq. (12) provides a good starting point for the optimization process.
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One way of achieving Eq. (12), is if the set I contains all the values of m; n such that
〈t〉 − (Mt)¡m¡ 〈t〉+ (Mt); (13)
〈f〉 − ′(Mf)¡n¡ 〈f〉+ ′(Mf); (14)
where ; ′ are positive numbers. Clearly, the bigger  and ′ are, the better the approximation. On
the other hand, large  and ′ mean large basis and from a practical point of view this is undesirable.
Expansion in terms of this basis gives an approximation of the signal s(t) with the function:
s′(t) ≡
∑
m;n∈I
1
Smng(t; m+ in); (15)
where
Smn =
∫ +∞
−∞
g∗(; m+ in)s() d: (16)
Eq. (16) has been written in analogy with Eq. (11). We stress however that whilst Eq. (11) has
been proved rigorously using the resolution of the identity (9), here we have no resolution of the
identity and therefore equation (16) is really a ‘good guess’. One of the aims of this paper is to use
optimization techniques to improve these coe:cients. We discuss this in the next section.
Eqs. (15), (16) use a discrete 7nite set of Gaussian signals which are suitably located in the
time–frequency plane according to the time–frequency characteristics of the given signal. By leaving
out less important elements of the (full) von Neumann lattice, we can get a signal representation
using a 7nite set of expansion coe:cients, which from a practical point of view is much easier to
handle, and which is su:cient for an accurate reconstruction of the signal.
The truncated von Neumann lattice, can be used as an e:cient tool to represent signals. Depending
on the speci7c application and using Eqs. (12)–(14), we can select the optimum N×M combination
for a satisfactory representation of the original signal. This results in information reduction in the
sense that a complicated signal is represented with a few coe:cients, with a good approximation.
The ‘truncated’ von Neumann lattice is an approximate representation and it is important to introduce
quantities that measure the accuracy of the expansion. We consider the error of approximation [22]
r = ‖s(t)− s′(t)‖p =
∥∥∥∥∥s(t)−
∑
m;n∈I
1
Smng(t; m+ in)
∥∥∥∥∥
p
; (17)
where the norm is de7ned as
‖s(t)‖p =
[∫ tU
tL
dt|s(t)|p
]1=p
; (18)
where tL and tU are the e9ective bounds for the time variable.
The value of p depends on the application. Small p detects average error; large p detects large
local errors. In applications where the constructed signal should be ‘on average’ close to the desired
signal, we choose small values of p. In applications where large deviations of the constructed signal
from the desired one, even at a small region can be catastrophic, we choose large values of p.
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4. Optimizing the coe#cients of the truncated von Neumann lattice
We have explained above that in connection with the expansion of Eq. (15), optimization tech-
niques can be used in order to 7nd better coe:cients than those given by Eq. (16). In this section
we discuss the problem of calculating optimal coe:cients.
For simplicity and for the bene7t of generality, let us consider a complex-valued function of
time s(t), where t ∈ R; s(t) :R → C, and an available discrete set of “basis” functions g(t), where
g(t)=(g1(t); g2(t); : : : ; gK(t))T, and let us seek appropriate coe:cients (weights) w=(w1; w2; : : : ; wK)T,
which minimize the error of approximation (objective function) subject to constraints on the time
variable t and the coe:cients w. Using this notation, the basic problem can be formulated as follows:
Optimization problem 1.
Objective function:
r(w) =
∥∥∥∥∥s(t)−
K∑
i=1
wigi(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
p
; (19)
Bounds on the time variable:
tL6t6tU; (20)
Bounds on coe9cients:
wL6w6wU; (21)
where the norm is de7ned as in Eq. (18), and the order p can take any positive integer value. We
use the notation s′opt(t) for the sum of Eq. (15) with optimized coe:cients.
In many practical situations, the function s(t) is obtained experimentally at discrete values of the
time variable t (e.g., sampled or digital signals, experimental data, etc.). In these cases, modi7cation
of the previous model is needed in order to accommodate the discrete nature of t. Assuming that
t takes values in a set of Kt points: t = (t1; t2; : : : ; tKt)
T, which satisfy the bounds on variable t, the
discrete-time optimization problem will again be described with Eqs. (19)–(21), but the p-norm
which was de7ned above in terms of an integral, will be de7ned in terms of the sum
‖s(t)‖p =
[∑
j
|s(tj)|p(tj − tj−1)
]1=p
: (22)
In the case of a constant ‘discretization step’ h= tj − tj−1, the above equation becomes
‖s(t)‖p =
[
h
∑
j
|s(tj)|p
]1=p
: (23)
A classical example of this is the least-squares solution with bounds on w, where instead of a
continuum of values in t, only discrete values are available, and the objective function in Eq. (19)
is the square of the usual Euclidean norm (p=2). The above formalism is general, but to revert to
our case of an M ×N truncated von Neumann lattice, K is expressed in terms of the lattice size as
K =MN ; g(t) is translated to the set of Gaussians on the lattice g(t; Amn); the weights w are given
by the expansion coe:cients Smn; and the objective function translates to the approximation error
of Eq. (17).
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Fig. 1. The function s(t) of Eq. (24) (solid line); the reconstructed function s′(t) from Eqs. (15), (16) using the truncated
von Neumann lattice of Eq. (25) (dashed line); the reconstructed function s′opt(t) from Eq. (15) with optimized coe:cients
(with p = 1) using the truncated von Neumann lattice of Eq. (25) which contains 25 Gaussians (line of crosses); the
reconstructed function s′′opt(t) using the TK =9 optimally selected Gaussians (with p=1) of Eq. (32) (line of stars). In the
case of K = 25 Gaussians where the continuous line is approximated with a line of crosses, the error is 0:0825 (Eq. (19)
with p = 1). In the case of TK = 9 Gaussians where the continuous line is approximated with a line of stars, the error is
0:2789 (Eq. (26) with p= 1).
As an example, we consider the signal
s(t) =
{
1− |t|; |t|61;
0; |t|¿ 1: (24)
We have used the truncated von Neumann lattice g(t; Amn), where
Amn = m+ in + ; = 0:5;  = 2:5; =−1:5− i7:5; m= 1; : : : ; 5; n= 1; : : : ; 5: (25)
The values of , , are found using Eqs. (13), (14) with appropriate values of , ′ for the level
of approximation we want to achieve (large , ′ give good accuracy). In Fig. 1, we present the
original function s(t) (solid line), the reconstructed function s′(t) from Eqs. (15), (16) (dashed line),
and the reconstructed function s′opt(t) from Eq. (15) with optimized coe:cients (line of crosses).
In this example, we used the norm with p = 1. It is seen that optimization techniques lead to a
signi7cant improvement.
From a computational point of view, the truncated von Neumann lattice is a convenient and
versatile tool for signal analysis. In many applications, however, due to practical limitations, it would
be desirable to use a very small number of Gaussians, which do not necessarily form a rectangular
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lattice. In the following section, we will present a general methodology for optimally selecting much
smaller sets of Gaussians from the ‘truncated’ von Neumann lattice, using optimization techniques.
5. Optimal reduction of the truncated von Neumann lattice
Above we used optimization techniques in order to 7nd the ‘best’ coe:cients for an accurate
expansion of a function s(t) in terms of Gaussians in a truncated von Neumann lattice that contains
K = N ×M Gaussians. In this section we use optimization techniques to reduce further the basis.
From the K Gaussians, we select the ‘best’ TK Gaussians for our problem and we show that the
function s(t) can be expanded in terms of them with little loss in accuracy. The value of TK is
chosen by the user, and the optimization program chooses the ‘best’ TK Gaussians from the set of
K Gaussians. The reduction in the size of the basis (with little loss in accuracy) is a signi7cant
achievement from a practical point of view.
The problem of choosing the optimal subset is di9erent from the problem described by Eqs. (19)
–(21). In this case, the objective is not only to choose optimally the weights w, but also to enforce
some of them only to be present setting all others to zero. This means that the bounds on w for
nonparticipating basis functions are set to zero, while for participating ones the bounds remain as
de7ned. To derive the general formulation for this problem, let us consider that the number of
participating basis functions is de7ned to be TK6K and the optimal solution should include TK basis
functions in order to minimize the approximation error. The new optimization problem is:
Optimization problem 2.
Objective function:
r(w; y) =
∥∥∥∥∥s(t)−
K∑
i=1
yiwigi(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
p
; (26)
Bounds on the time variable:
tL6t6tU; (27)
Bounds on coe9cients:
yiwLi6wi6yiw
U
i ; i = 1; : : : ; K; (28)
Integrality of yi:
yi ∈ {0; 1}; i = 1; 2; : : : ; K; (29)
Bound on number of functions included:
K∑
i=1
yi = TK; (30)
where the norm is de7ned as in Eqs. (18) or (22), and the binary variables yi, i = 1; 2; : : : ; K ,
indicate the presence of the corresponding term in the expansion. The above formulation generally
leads to mixed integer nonlinear optimization problems, which can be solved using available global
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optimization software. We use the notation s′′opt(t) for the sum of Eq. (15) in terms of the optimally
reduced basis ( TK Gaussians).
In the discrete-time case and in order to achieve a high level of statistical signi7cance, the number
of parameters in the problem formulation must be strictly less than the number of points Kt (more
data points than undetermined coe:cients w), i.e.,
Kt ¿ TK: (31)
This guarantees inclusion of the most in8uential elements of the basis set in a rigorous way, while
maintaining and improving the statistical signi7cance of the resulting parameter values.
We have considered the example of Eq. (24) for which in the previous section we used the
truncated von Neumann lattice of Eq. (25) that contains K=25 Gaussians. From this set of Gaussians
and for TK=9, the optimization program, operating on the objective function of Eq. (26) with p=1,
selected the following best Gaussians:
(m= 1; n= 2); (m= 1; n= 3); (m= 1; n= 5);
(m= 3; n= 1); (m= 3; n= 3); (m= 3; n= 4);
(m= 5; n= 1); (m= 5; n= 2); (m= 5; n= 3): (32)
Using them, we reconstructed the function s′′opt(t) and we present the results in Fig. 1 (line of stars).
It is seen that although the number of Gaussians has been reduced from K = 25 to TK = 9, the loss
in accuracy is very small. More speci7cally, in the case of K = 25 Gaussians where the continuous
line is approximated with a line of crosses, the error is 0:0825 (Eq. (19) with p=1). In the case of
TK = 9 Gaussians where the continuous line is approximated with a line of stars, the error is 0:2789
(Eq. (26) with p= 1).
6. Conclusion
One of the most important properties of Gaussian signals is the resolution of the identity of Eq.
(9). Using it, we can expand an arbitrary state in terms of Gaussian signals as we explained in
Section 2. This expansion is exact but contains all Gaussian signals in the complex plane. Since
this basis is highly overcomplete, it is desirable to reduce its size. The 7rst step is to use a von
Neumann lattice. In fact as we explained in Section 3, it is convenient to take a truncated von
Neumann lattice. In this case, the coe:cients of Eq. (16) are not the best choice and we have used
in Section 4 optimization techniques to 7nd better ones (compare and contrast the dashed line with
line of crosses in Fig. 1). The next step is to use optimization techniques to reduce the basis even
further. We have discussed this in Section 5. In the example that we have considered, the number of
Gaussians has been reduced from 25 to 9 with little loss in accuracy (compare and contrast the line
of crosses with the line of stars). We believe that our approach has made the expansion in terms of
Gaussians a practically useful tool in mathematical signal analysis.
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